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I. FOREWORD 
In Volume 11, the biggest yet, we present several special items . On 
page 115 will be found a locus-to-locus linkage sununar y , prepared from data 
gathered from more than 20 publications, including many authors. Prof . Yee 
Chien-Chang, a visiting scholar in our laboratory last year, prepared this 
summary. Another summary of linkage data, presenting data of linkage among 
29 mutants a nd the three known primary trisomics of soybean , is presented on 
page 12~ Rhizobiologists and physiologists may be specially interested in a 
selec tion from the "World Catalogue of Rhizobium Collections" printed in 
this i ssue. We presented only a part of a large list of collec tions of 
strains of rhizobia in culture throughout the world. The catalogue is edited 
by V. B. 0. Skerman, published in 1983. 
Over the years, we have attempted to present our mailing list in the 
most usable manner. Even-numbered volumes list subscribers alphabetically by 
name; odd-numbered volumes organized the list by country and sta te. This 
year , we have encountered one of the limitations of computerized mailing sys-
tems: subscribers within the United States are listed by zip code ; those out-
side the U.S. are presented alphabetically by individual . We hope to find 
time before the next issue to reorganize our data in the computer so that the 
most convenient presentation is more practical. 
Volunteers who have made this newsletter possible include grad students 
and technicians Long-Fang O. Chen, Lou Forrai, Bob Graybosch , Jeff Griffin, 
Jeff Gwyn, Peg Hatfield, Holly Heer, Huang Jin Tai, Mary McFerson, Doug 
Schillinger, Randy Shoemaker, Diane Stevermer, and Susan Yost. Their loyal 
labor is much appreciated . 
Reid G. Palmer , editor 
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